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Abstract: In connection with Industry 4.0, professional publications are mostly focused on the introduction of new
technologies, research of new and intelligent materials, etc. which mean evolution compared to the present. However, it
is also necessary to focus on the implementation of the product within the supplier-customer relationship, as the customer's
impact on the final product is significant. The article deals with the transformation of the Supply Chain using the DDMRP
methodology, which aims to maintain best practices, address their shortcomings, and integrate pull-based replenishment
tactics. It is a comprehensive tool that integrates the entire Supply Chain, including the integration of customers and
suppliers.

1

Introduction

Since manufacturing companies, trading companies,
transport companies, etc. are dependent on the timely
provision of input materials, implementation of handling
and transport activities in the production and distribution
of products, provision of activities in warehouses, logistics
is the key factor, which has the appropriate methods,
techniques, and tools to effectively manage these activities.
The integrated logistics system in the company should be
based on the business strategy and ensure a shortening of
innovation cycles, global supplier-business-customer
interconnection, customization of products, and logistics
services using integrated information and communication
technologies. Logistics can, therefore, be understood as
customer-oriented planning and management of business
value chains through information technology support.
Decentralization of management and autonomy of
individual company structures that are synergically

synchronized became the basis for the application of cyberphysical systems/CPS into production, creation of
information and communication networks between objects
and systems, implementation of systems for collection,
analysis, and evaluation of large data volumes and virtual
creation space for the contact between internal and external
environment [1-4].
These are new approaches in the organization and
management of production. Instead of conventional
pressure control systems of production control, each
product (intelligent element) will control itself, i.e. selects
the processing sequence and determines the machine, resp.
equipment for the operation in time will provide the means
for its processing and handling (tools, transport elements,
etc.). Production facilities and logistics elements will also
be regulated separately and linked to the product through
highly efficient information and communication systems.
Interconnection of technologies with production processes
through communication technologies and the introduction
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of so-called methods Self –X properties (self-regulation,
self-configuration, self-diagnostics, self-optimization, selfprotection) allow for autonomous resp. partially
autonomous activities of machines and equipment, resp.
logistics elements, which increases flexibility and
efficiency. It opens up the ability to process large amounts
of data in real-time, without interfering with real systems
and processes to create a virtual environment, using digital
technology and implementing digital models to create a
digital environment, creating a new environment for the
development of Industry 4.0. Communication and
collaboration of people, intelligent machines, devices,
logistics, and products is the main purpose of Industry 4.0
[5-8].

1.1

Characteristics of Logistics 4.0

In Industry 4.0, products, manufacturing systems,
warehouses are connected to global production networks.
In this way, it is possible to communicate with each other,
to move available data, to trigger processes, while still
leaving these entities room for autonomous self-control
and optimization. Smart products can be identified at
different stages, knowing their history, real state, and
suggesting alternative ways to complete. Intelligent
manufacturing systems are involved in other companies'
business processes, IT systems, and play an important role
in the value chain within the production network [9-11].
Today's businesses store a wealth of information and
data about their products, variants, manufacturing
processes, workers, suppliers, customers within their
enterprise software, but they are not able to complete and
efficiently process data from different areas. When moving
to the so-called smart production supported by smart
logistics is first of all necessary to electronically record,
organize, complete and create a software information
network with the help of software support, which will
create the possibility of management and coordination of

all production and non-production operations - production,
logistics, quality control, maintenance, etc. [12-14].
This information and communication system will
enable us to receive and process information in real-time
and to solve the necessary measures. The production
manager will know exactly where the part is in the
production, what operation is being carried out on it, at
what stage of the production cycle it is, who is the operator
at the machine, what fault occurred, what machine, when it
was rectified, how long who repaired it, etc. All of this is
very important information that streamlines the production
process in real-time. Regarding non-production processes,
information is available regarding actual costs, suppliers,
customers, inventory movements and inventory levels in
the entry depots, distribution depots, spare parts depots,
and commissioning information. This is conditioned by the
implementation of key elements:
1. implementation of sensors for continuous

automatic data collection from production
equipment,
production
lines,
transport
equipment, storage facilities and warehouses,
materials, parts,
2. creation of an information and communication
network between all objects and subjects of the
enterprise's value flow,
3. application of intelligent data creation software,
i.e. collecting, processing, analysing, and
evaluating the collected data.
1.2

Trends in Digital Supply Chain

The goal of the Digital Supply Chain is integrated
planning and management of logistics systems and
networks based on digital models, methods, and tools that
are built on a common flexible information and
communication platform. Currently known and used tools
focus on creating a digital business, where digital models
can be heterogeneous, resp. usable in several projects.
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Figure 1 Complexity of Digital Supply Chain [15]

The indicator of the transformation of the supply chain
into the smart supply chain is, on the one hand, the pressure
from the introduction of new technologies into business
processes and systems due to Industry 4.0, and on the other
hand, a new concept of input procurement is being
developed in combination with capacity management to
ensure flexible supply dimensioning. Integrated
procurement logistics aims to produce forecasts of product
needs in a timely, long-term, and medium-term planning
horizon. Methods and techniques for forecasting future
consumption are being developed and attempted to reflect
as closely and accurately as possible the course of
consumption in the past. The complexity of the Supply
Chain is shown in Figure 1.
Unlike traditional supply systems, the new dynamic
approach to inventory management is that it considers
unique procurement methods, unique demand and product
flows through the production process. The aim is to define

what level of inventory can provide the required level of
supply service, ensure the efficiency of material flows in
production, and compensate for fluctuations in demand. A
key role in balancing supply and demand is the
optimization of the company's inventory. The solution to
the causes of overcrowded warehouses is also possible
through modern information and communication
technologies. It is important to gain control over what is in
the warehouse and what scope of activities the warehouse
provides. The aim is to provide system support for logistics
processes using the principles of Lean Manufacturing, i.e.
electronic records of movements of individual items in
stock, material flow management upon receipt, quality
control, stocking, out of stock to production, and
preparation for dispatch. [15-18]. The effects of technology
pressure and demand-pull in the digital supply chain are
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Effects of technology pressure and demand-pull in the digital supply chain [15]

The main benefit of introducing new information and
communication technologies in combination with
robotization, standardization of logistics processes is to
accelerate the material flow, reduce errors in material
handling and efficient use of storage areas, refine

information flow, and work with information in real-time.
Successful implementation of the Internet of Things in
logistics technology requires intensive cooperation and a
high level of participation by individual entities in creating
value along the entire Supply Chain, to create a prosperous
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information and communication space, i.e. create an
interconnected intelligent logistics network of the
production process that will create added value through
communication between relatively autonomous entities,
thereby achieving speed, flexibility, and quality of value
flow. The convergence of the physical world with the
digital world is now a new paradigm of the autonomous
and decentralized world of production.

2

Methodology for increasing flexibility of
Supply Chain
2.1 Demand-driven Supply Chain
The disadvantage of the often-used MRP software
system in practice is the lack of visibility of orders well in
advance so that production and purchasing can be planned
correctly. Demand in the MRP system is largely derived
from the forecast. Subsequent adjustments are made near
the point of the visibility of the order. End item order
scheduling begins at the beginning of the planning horizon,
extending the response time. The longer the so-called

cumulative delivery time (procurement and production
cycle), the longer the planning horizon. The longer the
planning horizon, the less accurate the planning of orders,
which necessitates subsequent corrections. Another
element to consider is the time of customer tolerance.
Ideally, it would have to be at least the same resp. higher
than the cumulative delivery time. Figure 3 shows the
planning time horizon vs. order visibility horizon.
MRP is a system that allows companies to quickly
recalculate and synchronize total material requirements
and dependencies according to a defined input demand.
This is especially important for complex BOMs or many
shared components. As there are currently many more
connections and dependencies between the individual
components, the importance of MRP, despite its
imperfections, is undoubtedly growing. MRP plays an
important role in the modern supply chain, but there is a
need to increase its agility. The first building block on the
way to achieving a more agile MRP system is to create
suitable decoupling points.

Figure 3 Planning horizon vs. order visibility [19]

2.2

Decoupling points of the logistics chain

The decoupling point helps to reduce system
complexity, increase the reliability and manageability of
forecasts, and increase capacity utilization, but at the
expense of higher inventory costs. Factors that directly
affect the location of the disconnection point can be
divided into three basic areas:

• market/marketing - specific quantities of the
order: demand, frequency, volatility, specific
quantities of the customer: prices, quality,
promptness, adherence to delivery deadlines,
product variability, product customization,
• product - specific quantities of the product:
product
range,
structure,
degree
of
standardization, product design (customer vs.
design, environmental and other requirements),

• processes/production - specific quantities:
flexibility, speed, throughput, quality, type of
production, service.
The suitability of the position of the disconnection
point must be assessed in terms of its ability to contribute
to the achievement of the company's objectives (Table 1)
and in connection with the reflection of the three biggest
trends in industrial production:

• co-authorship of the customer - ubiquitous access
to information, more intensive competitiveness of
the brand, the struggle of the manufacturer and the
seller for the customer, stronger voice of the
customer, a greater focus on values,
• volatility of demand - predictions are not the
biggest problem - the problem is flexibility, mass
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customization is expected, B-to-B to B-to-C
transition, the balance of capacities by stocks,
supply chain segmentation,
• complexity of supply - complexity vs. complexity,
the balance between costs and delivery times, risk
management
challenges,
supply
chain
segmentation,
transparency,
traceability,
simplicity.
The above DDMRP is a methodology that seeks to
eliminate the bullwhip effect in the Supply Chain by
creating strategic decoupling points along the chain and
sizing dynamic reservoirs in them that absorb the
variability and volatility of demand. The role of storage
buffers within the Supply Chain is to eliminate the impact
of demand variability between planning horizons as well as
the continuity of supply variability, avoiding the bullwhip
effect. A very stable demand signal will be created that has
the relevant information needed to effectively manage the
Supply Chain, as well as several decoupling points to
monitor and ensure that the plan is properly implemented.
The result is an agile, yet stable, and durable Supply Chain.
Increased system stability, supported by the right
demand signal, means better utilization of production
capacity, smaller inventory, lower costs, faster inventory

turnover, and thus higher ROA/Return on Assets. DDMRP
is a Supply Chain planning and management tool that
allows you to respond significantly to the market, reduce
delivery time, eliminate demand variability and volatility
throughout the Supply Chain, with a significant impact on
ROI/Return of Investment. The term DDMRP was
originally defined as the ability to know changes in
customer requirements and adapt them to planning and
production by introducing real-time pulling principles. In
2011 Ptak, C., Smith, CH. founded the Demand Driven
Institute, which is focused on the implementation of
programs in the field of education and dissemination of
DDMRP into industrial practice.

3

Result and discussion

The importance of DDMRP can be explained by
comparison with the most commonly used methods of
inventory management in industrial practice such as
Kanban - as a representative of the lean approach and the
mentioned MRP system.
In Table 1 is a comparison of three methods Kanban,
MRP II and DDMRP in the horizons of strategy, tactics and
operations according to selected criteria.

Tab. 1 Comparison of selected criteria of Kanban, MRP II and DDMRP [19-21]

Tactic

Strategy

Horizon/criterium
Long-term planning

Decoupling point

Kanban
Capacity
dimensioning,
capacity balancing in
excess
Pull
Decentralized
planning
and production
All components / products

Management method

Card sizing, line balancing

Capacity and
utilization analysis

Kanban card sizing and
balancing

Flow
Management strategy

MPS/Master
Schedule
All BOM levels

Production

DDMRP
Location and sizing of containers
according
to
PAF/Planned
Adjustment Factors
Hybrid
Hybrid - centralized planning,
decentralized production
Placement of strategic buffers in
BOM, creation of decoupling
points in the chain
PAF/Planned Adjustment Factor

Kanban circuits

According to BOM

Flexible,
real-time
allocation
Visual
management
(circuits, cards)
Short-term flexibility

MPS

PAF/Planned
Adjustment
Factors - checkpoints, increase
the efficiency of WIP control
Loops between buffers and MRP
integration
Flexible, real-time allocation

MRP, scheduling

Demand Driven operating model

Safety stock

Priority management

According to WIP in real
time

According to the production
plan

Buffer status, checkpoints, red
zone (protection mechanism with
real-time adjustments)
According to the state of the bins
in real time

Risk management

-

Demand signal
transmission
Human resources
management
Management of buffer
Absorption of demand
variability

Operative

Method
MRP II
Strategy aimed at dimensioning
and balancing the use of
resources
Push (predictions)
Centralized
planning
and
production
All products

Visual management

It
considers
anticipated risks

According to the cards

only

with

-

The main problem that MRP, Kanban and DDMRP
methods have to deal with the management of resource
variability. It can be stated that in a stable environment the

In the NFE/Net Flow Equation,
spikes are considered in a limited
time
According to colour codes

results are comparable. However, when reporting demand
variability (time or quantity), the MRP system shows its
limits. With more significant variability, Kanban also has
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its limits. The goal of DDMRP is to improve the flexibility
of the system at the level of strategic bullwhip effect
management, tactical management of WIP/Work in
process and WC/Working Capital and resources, and
operational management of OTD/On Time Delivery.
Strategic modelling of the DDMRP environment allows
monitoring the impact of the position of the buffer on the
delivery time, allows the determination of the average level
of stocks for each buffer and allows analysis of ROI/Return
of Investment for each buffer at the decoupling point
(taking into account raw material costs). DDMRP is still at
the beginning of its development, but nevertheless a
number of companies that have implemented this system
speak of “(r) evolution in resource and inventory
management. There are many examples of worldrenowned companies that have implemented DDMRP to
increase flexibility in the degree of product customization.
DDMRP combines supply and demand variability into
a single buffer, causing instability in lean systems. The lean
systems are focused on finding the causes of problems and
kaizen, which is missing in DDMRP. DDMRP does not
appear as a traction system, as it does not work with current
demand, but compares demand on a given day with orders
on the way.

4

Conclusions

The complexity of the Supply Chain network structure
will have to reflect new approaches and tools that will
allow the customer to adapt, customize the product and
respond in the time horizon that the customer is willing to
accept while waiting for the product. Traditional demand
forecasting and demand planning tools are not able to
flexibly synchronize supply and demand in this way. This
consideration suggests the need to change the way the
Supply Chain is managed. The traditional perception of the
Supply Chain, focused on the optimization of individual
subsystems, is currently not optimal. The work of Smith,
D., Smith, CH.: Demand-Driven Performance: The Use of
Smart Metrics (2013), which focuses on the definition of
supply chains as CAS/complex adaptive systems and states
that they are:

•

•
•
•

complex - a higher degree of stability is achieved
through interactions between actors,
dynamic - do not stay stable for very long,
behave non-linearly - even a small change in the
initial conditions can lead to larger impulses
elsewhere (whip effect),
adaptive and self-regulatory - that is, they evolve
as a result of interaction in the system.

Self-regulation of the logistics and other entities in
enterprises will be built on autonomous operation and
mutual communication of machines in real-time
information flows. Production process will be monitor by
sensors and system integration in entire Supply Chain will
enable customers to interact with the design and
manufacturing process, enhance the machine and

equipment availability, shorten the production cycle times,
accelerate response to customer requests due to selfregulation of entering transactions. This should result in
sustained productivity growth and an increase in return on
assets/ROAs.
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